Know how to use the Web Search
Students can now search our collections anytime-anywhere! Just log on to
http://www.rstc.edu/library.html and click on Web Search. There are a variety of methods for
searching and books/materials can be reserved.

Know what databases are available
Alabama Virtual Library
Salem Health
EBSCOhost

Alabama Virtual Library
The Alabama Virtual Library provides all students, teachers, and citizens of the State of Alabama
with online access to essential library and information resources. It is primarily a group of online
databases that have magazine, journal, and newspaper articles for research. Through the AVL, an
equitable core of information sources are available to every student and citizen in Alabama,
raising the level of excellence in schools and communities across the state.
**Beginning August 2010~home users will not have to have a card! The Alabama Virtual
Library uses geo-location technology to authenticate Alabama residents, and this technology will
grant allows most Alabama residents to access AVL from their homes without the need for a
username and password.
If the geo-location technology is unable to "recognize" a user as an Alabama resident, then
residents may login with an AVL Card. AVL Cards may also be used to gain access when a
resident is traveling outside the state. Visit your local public library/or college library to request
an AVL (remote access) card. K-12 students/staff in public schools may obtain a card from their
school library.

Salem Health
Salem Health brings online access to Salem Press’ award-winning health reference works. The
first reference set included is Salem Press’ best-selling Magill’s Medical Guide. In its printed
form, the current edition of the Guide ix six volumes and 3,500 pages. Even better, the purchase
of the printed set entitles a school or library to free online access to the Medical Guide’s content.
Magill’s Medical Guide, in its various editions, has been glowingly reviewed by every major
reference reviewer. It is a staple in high school, college, public and medical school libraries. The
Guide is a perfect mix of accessibility and depth, providing general readers with an authoritative
reference source that helps bridge the gap between medical encyclopedias for professionals and
popular self-help guides. It is an up-to-date and easy-to-use compendium of medical information
suitable for student research as well as use by general readers, including patients and caregivers.

EBSCOhost
EBSCO Information Services provides a complete and optimized research solution comprised of
research databases, e-books and e-journals—all combined with the most powerful discovery
service and management resources to support the information and collection development needs
of libraries and other institutions and to maximize the search experience for researchers and other
end users.
EBSCO offers more than 375 full-text and secondary research databases and over 420,000 ebooks plus subscription management services for 355,000 e-journals and e-journal packages.
EBSCO also provides point-of-care decision support tools for healthcare professionals and
organizational learning resources for training and development professionals.
EBSCO serves the content needs of all researchers whether they access EBSCO resources via
academic institutions, schools, public libraries, hospitals and medical institutions, corporations,
associations, government institutions, etc.

